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Do ESG Mutual Funds Deliver on Their Promises?
Quinn Curtis (University of Virginia), Jil E. Fisch (University of Pennsylvania)
ESG investing is growing explosively, and the interest in ESG investing by retail investors continues to increase. A
substantial proportion of retail ESG investing occurs through ESG mutual funds. The number of ESG mutual funds, and
the assets they hold have each doubled in the past three years, and the COVID-19 pandemic has done nothing to slow
this trend. But does this rapidly growing sector of the investment industry actually deliver investment exposure to…
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“El IGS se propone acelerar el proceso de adecuación de la praxis de gobernanza a las cambiantes
necesidades de la sociedad”
Key Corporate Governance Issues at Mid-Year 2021

The Future of GRC [webinar]

Martin Lipton, Steven A. Rosenblum, Karessa L.Cain

July 15, 2021, 11 am EDT | 4pm BST

Last year, we did a mid-year edition of our annual Thoughts
for Boards of Directors to highlight key issues and
considerations in managing the challenging business
environment and profound upheaval caused by the
pandemic. Many of these issues are still top-of-mind…

Creating Value by Bringing Risk, Audit and Compliance into
the Boardroom. In this webinar, a panel of GRC leaders share
insights into how risk, compliance and audit can work more
closely with the board to ensure alignment on integrated
GRC initiatives –.
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Leading in Wicked Times: A Shift to Inquiry,
Humility, and Fairness

Introducing the “Technergy” ESG Reporting Strategy
Dan Romito, Pickering Energy Partners

Insead Corporate Governance

Humanity is facing an increasing number of wicked
problems. The COVID pandemic is a telling example. Wicked
problems are novel, complex, without a single “right”
answer. They provide an ultimate test of leadership…

Across the existing spectrum of ESG ratings, guidelines,
and frameworks, higher quality environmental scores are
commonly associated with technology companies while
lower relative scores are typically linked to energy
companies. This is not necessarily a novel statement, but…
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The Rise of Bankruptcy
Directors

Which Firms Require More Governance? Evidence
from Mutual Funds Revealed Preferences

Jared A. Ellias (USC Hasting Law), Ehud Kamar (Tel Aviv University)

Irene Yi, University of Toronto

In this Article, we use hand-collected data to shed light on
a troubling innovation in bankruptcy practice. We show
that distressed companies, especially those controlled by
private-equity sponsors, often now prepare for a Chapter…

I elicit funds’ revealed preferences by studying the
differences in their votes on the same issue across their
portfolio firms’ shareholder proposals, and develop funds’
preference rankings by implementing the…
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